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Deep generative models, such as variational autoencoders and generative adversarial networks, are among
the most exciting recent developments in machine learning. Variational autoencoders, in particular, have seen
a tremendous rise in popularity due to their principled variational framework and powerful neural approx-
imations to previously infeasible inference tasks, including marginal and posterior inference with arbitrary
distributions. Their applications comprise a broad range of topics in computer science, such as image and
video synthesis, temporal forecasting, and feature learning.

In this talk, we first revisit the basic principles of variational autoencoders with a focus on the underlying
implicit modeling assumptions. Using these insights, we identify their representational limitations and rein-
terpret them from the viewpoint of probabilistic graphical models. Finally, we discuss a structure learning
approach that overcomes these limitations through an explicit and dynamic encoding of latent dependencies,
leading to an efficient and more expressive variant of traditional variational learning. The benefits of this
approach will be illustrated with applications in computer vision and computer graphics.
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